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Conventional RS - SM

AdS5

gauge fields

Bulk SM: fermion mass pattern from localizations, etc...
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Main properties of gauge bosons:
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almost universality:

FV suppressed

enhanced KK couplings:

large EW corrections



Ways out:

         - brane kinetic terms

         - custodial symmetry (bulk left-right symmetry)

         - modify 5D warp factor (not much of an effect, Delgado, Falkowski ‘07)

         - include more than 5D (can help, depending how the internal space

                             scales, Archer, SH ‘10)

         - soft wall



[Batell, Gherghetta, Sword ‘08]

(mKK~2 TeV, Falkowski, Perez-Victoria ‘08)

Mass scales:

AdS curvature k

KK scale µ



Bulk fields on a soft wall:

        gauge fields: trapped by the soft wall → discrete spectrum

          fermion fields are not trapped

                 → need to take the Higgs into account to get a discrete spectrum



remarks: - the dilaton does not enter, i.e. no trapping

               - we solve these equations numerically for the wave functions

               - other approaches   

                                      Gherghetta, Sword ‘09

                                      Delgado, Diego ‘09

                                      Aybat, Santiago ‘09



Gauge to fermion couplings:

Again there is a region of almost universal couplings: FV suppressed?



Fermion mass hierarchy:

For one Dirac fermion, the zero mass does depend on cR and cL

Smallest  mass to be obtained in the universal region: ~ µ2/k

→ accommodating tiny masses needs a huge hierarchy (e.g. for neutrinos)



Charged leptons and Dirac neutrinos on the soft wall:

We consider 3 generations of leptons with different Dirac mass parameters
and random Yukawa couplings. The mass hierarchies are obtained by







Conclusions

Soft wall models provide a rich phenomenology:

    - reduced EWPO constraints: KK scale ~2 TeV

    - fermion mass “geography” successful

    - reduced rates of flavor violation with respect to the hard wall

Next step: generalize to the quark sector (work in progress)


